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The aim of this thesis has been to provide the reader with an intuitive insight
into the mechanisms of the Coriolis effect. Apart from thoroughly describing
the phenomenon, the essay attempts to eliminate as many myths prevailing
around the Coriolis effect as possible. To get there, only a few mathematical
derivations and calculations have been presented – the focus has been on a
pure conceptual level. Furthermore, delusive textbook explanations have
been examined and discussed in case studies. In the conclusion, the goal is
reached by summarising the sought intuitive description of the Coriolis effect
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Abstract
Kristian Silver ‐ An intuitive approach to the Coriolis effect
The aim of this thesis has been to provide the reader with an intuitive insight into
the mechanisms of the Coriolis effect. Apart from thoroughly describing the
phenomenon, the essay attempts to eliminate as many myths prevailing around the
Coriolis effect as possible. To get there, only a few mathematical derivations and
calculations have been presented – the focus has been on a pure conceptual level.
Furthermore, delusive textbook explanations have been examined and discussed in
case studies. In the conclusion, the goal is reached by summarising the sought
intuitive description of the Coriolis effect into one single sentence.
Keywords: Coriolis effect, Coriolis force, centrifugal force, fictitious force, frame of
reference, gravity, wind, deviation, Hadley, Bertrand, Foucault, Gaspard Gustave
Coriolis, Eötvös effect, textbook myths, pedagogical approach.
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Referat (summary in Swedish)
Kristian Silver – En intuitiv Corioliseffekt?
Syftet med denna uppsats har varit att ge läsaren en intuitiv förståelse för hur
Corioliseffekten fungerar. Förutom att utförligt beskriva fenomenets natur försöker
uppsatsen eliminera så många som möjligt av de myter som existerar i anknytning
till Corioliseffekten. På vägen presenteras endast ett fåtal matematiska härledningar
och uträkningar – fokus har legat på en ren konceptuell nivå. Vilseledande
förklaringar i läroböcker har även studerats i fallstudier. I slutsatsen kan syftet
sägas ha uppnåtts i och med att den eftersökta, intuitiva beskrivningen av
Corioliseffekten skalats ner och summeras i en enda mening.
Nyckelord: Corioliseffekt, Corioliskraft, centrifugalkraft, fiktiv kraft, referenssystem,
gravitation, vind, avböjning, Hadley, Bertrand, Foucault, Gaspard Gustave Coriolis,
Eötvöseffekt, läroböcker, myter, pedagogiskt angreppssätt.
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on a merry‐go‐round in the night
Coriolis was shaken with fright
despite how he walked
it was like he was stalked
by some fiend always pushing him right
– David Morin, Eric Zaslow, E'beth Haley, John Golden & Nathan Salwen
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1. Introduction

1.1

Thesis outline

The Coriolis effect has always been subject to confusion. Ever since George Hadley
described the nature of the phenomenon incorrectly in 1735, misunderstandings
and misleading explanations based on his theory have been common. Even today,
with all our knowledge in physics, these errors seem to occur everywhere ‐ in
lecture halls, throughout textbooks and in academic journals. However, the Coriolis
effect is somewhat difficult to understand, and Hadley himself should therefore not
be held too responsible for this. It is not the mathematics that causes confusion; the
algebraic derivations of the phenomenon are quite straightforward, it is the
conceptual explanation of what actually happens that is hard to understand.
The main purpose of this essay is therefore to eliminate the myths that surround the
Coriolis effect, and to provide the reader with an intuitive insight into its
mechanisms. This will be done through case studies of misleading examples from
various physics textbooks, discussions about how these erroneous interpretations
might have occurred, and of course, through thorough explanations of why they are
incorrect. The focus will not be on mathematical derivations and examples; a
conceptual approach will be preferred. Hopefully, for the reader, this essay will lead
to a better overall understanding of the Coriolis effect, and to a more intuitive feeling
for its nature.

1.2

What makes winds turn

The first item to describe is how we experience the Coriolis effect here on Earth.
This is pretty unambiguous, since no one would argue against empirical
measurements or actual observations. To put it simple, every object on Earth, when
moving, is deflected. Either to the right, if we are in the northern hemisphere, or to
the left, in the southern hemisphere. The deviation is strongest at the poles, weaker
at the mid‐latitudes, and negligible near the equator. It is also continuous. That is, it
does not matter in what direction the object is moving. Hence we can say that the
Coriolis effect always seeks to bring an object back to its initial position by
constantly deviating it perpendicularly to its direction of movement.
This deviation exists because the Earth rotates about its own axis. If the Earth were
still, no Coriolis effect would be found. The exact reasons why the effect is occurring
will obviously be treated further on in this essay.
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Fig
gure 1. The Co
oriolis effect is
i strongest att the poles an
nd non‐existing at the equaator. It seeks to
t
brring an objectt back to its in
nitial positionn, hence giving
g rise to these
e so‐called ‘innertia circles’.
Couurtesy of SMH
HI.

Thee most signiificant conse
equences caan be found within
w
the field
f
of meteeorology. Th
he
Corriolis effect plays a hug
ge role in hoow weather systems mo
ove over th e Earth, how
w
theey rotate an
nd what dirrections theey take. Larrge air massses are preevented from
m
travvelling longg distances over the E
Earth’s surfaace, due to the constannt deviation
n.
Weeather systeems, for exa
ample low p
pressures, feature
f
a de
elicate, inteernal balancce
bettween the Coriolis forrce and thee pressure gradient fo
orce. This iis called th
he
geoostrophic balance.

L
ug

PGF

Fcor

H

Fig
gure 2. The geostrophic
g
ba
alance, and hhow it is built up over time. Nature wantts to move airr
frrom higher to lower pressu
ure. Hence, wee have a ‘presssure gradientt force’ (PGF) that seeks to
move the air to
o the higher pressure, in thiis case to the north. But sin
nce the Coriollis force (Fcor)
allways acts perrpendicular to any movingg object (air iss also an ‘obje
ect’), we will eend up with a
balance bettween PGF and Fcor, and thee wind will bee parallel to th
he isobars. Thhis wind is
su
ubsequently ca
alled ‘geostro
ophic wind’ (uug). When the isobars are bent, as they ve
very much aree
a
around low pressures,
p
the centrifugal fo
force (which iss discussed further in sectioon 1.3) also
enters this balance. We will
w then get a so‐called ‘gra
adient wind’ blowing
b
arounnd the low
pressure, folllowing the beent isobars.
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Fig
gure 3a‐b. Lo
ow pressures over the Gulff of Alaska and
d Tasmania respectively. Itt can easily bee
seeen that low prressures rotate clockwise iin the southerrn hemisphere
e and counterr‐clockwise in
n
thee northern. Th
his is due to th
he different ddirections of th
he Coriolis forrce. The spiraal shape comes
frrom friction; since
s
the magnitude of the Coriolis para
ameter is prop
portional to thhe velocity off
the wind, an inccreased frictio
on (that is, thhe one from th
he surface on the air mass)) will slow thee
w
wind down and
d hence give the
t PGF (see FFigure 2) the ‘advantage’.
‘
Hence,
H
the airr mass will be
steered towards
t
the centre
c
of the loow, creating a spiral shape
e. Courtesy off NASA.

Witthin meteorrology, it is also
a importaant to addreess the time scale. The CCoriolis forcce
doees not havee an instant effect on laarge weatheer systems. The actual deviation is
i
relaatively smalll per time unit,
u
so one could not notice it with
h the naked eye from th
he
gro
ound. It takees hours for an air mass to be that affected
a
by the Coriolis fforce enoug
gh
to ccreate spiral shapes. An
nd still, one n
needs satellite images to visualise iit.
ver, find con
nsequences also on a smaller
s
scale
e. Some of tthem are no
ot
Wee can, howev
verry significan
nt, but still measurablee. For exam
mple, trains affected byy the Corioliis
effeect tend to put more pressure on
n one of th
he rails, whiich could m
make railwa
ay
maaintenance a hassle. A curling
c
ston
ne thrown at
a latitudes of, let us saay, Northerrn
Scaandinavia, will
w after sliding the fulll length of the ice surfface deviatee a couple of
o
cen
ntimetres to
o the right. A golf ball on
n the 18th green
g
of St Andrews
A
in SScotland wiill
misss the hole with
w nearly
y half a centtimetre, if th
he player do
oes not takee the Corioliis
effeect into acco
ount before his 10 metrre putt. And so on. Since
e the deviatioon is true fo
or
eveery moving object on Ea
arth, we can
n, if we look
k for it, find evidence off the Corioliis
effeect in almost all everyda
ay life situattions.
Perrhaps the most
m
famous example is from World
d War I, whe
en the Britissh navy werre
con
nducting a battle
b
aroun
nd the Falkkland Island
ds. Their miissiles weree adjusted to
t
com
mpensate fo
or the Coriolis effect prevailing in the nortthern hemissphere, thu
us
aim
ming approxximately 50 metres to tthe left. Now
w being in th
he southernn parts of th
he
world, their arrtillery shou
uld have had
d around thee same adju
ustment, butt to the righ
ht.
Theey did not think
t
of this at all, and tthe puzzled
d marines sa
aw their rocckets missin
ng
thee targets witth around 10
00 metres (M
Marion & Th
hornton, 200
04 and Tayloor, 2005).
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1.3

Introducing the centrifugal force

The outcome of this thesis is supposed to be an intuitive explanation of the Coriolis
effect. Nevertheless, in order to get there in the end, and to understand the
misconceptions that will be treated on the way, we might need a comprehensive
description of the phenomenon this early on. Therefore, it will be in this
introductory chapter we find the essay’s most thoroughgoing investigation of the
Coriolis force’s nature.
To start with, we need to define another essential quantity. The centrifugal force. It is
equally ‘fictitious’ as the Coriolis force, and the two are deeply linked to each other.
One major difference though, is that the centrifugal force appears as soon as you
have a rotating system, whereas you have to move within that system for the Coriolis
force to appear. Simply described, the centrifugal force is the fictitious force one
experiences when taking part of any curved motion. That is, being inside a rotating
system. For example, if driving in a roundabout, you will feel a ‘force’ pressing you
outwards from the centre of rotation. It will feel like you are pushed against the car
door by this mysterious mechanism. But there is no actual force pushing you against
the door. The real force here is the normal force from the car door acting on you,
keeping you in the circular motion and preventing you from moving in the circle’s
tangential direction. You have a centripetal acceleration towards the centre of the
roundabout, which creates the notion of a centrifugal force acting outwards. Despite
its ‘fictitiousness’, it can be regarded as a force. It is just a more figurative
description of the somewhat more abstract centripetal acceleration, and its
mathematical formula fits just as well in the equations as any non‐fictitious force.
However, many physics textbooks (i.e. Young & Freedman, 2008) refrain from using
the concept at all, and many lecturers and scholars do not like talking about it either.
Both the Coriolis and centrifugal forces have been called ‘notorious’ (Hasbun, 2009),
and the professors in mechanics prefer referring to fundamental forces such as
gravitation and normal force when describing the Coriolis effect. When the
centripetal force (which actually is the resulting force of the two aforementioned
fundamental ones) comes to terms in a discussion they start to hesitate, and when
the centrifugal force (which is, as said, a transcription of the centripetal force) is
mentioned, they totally back off.
Despite the preferences of these conservative physicists, I will in this essay make use
of the term centrifugal force, and treat it as a ‘real’ force. I see this as a necessity for
being able to explain the Coriolis effect, and to give the reader an intuitive insight
into its nature. Some authors have mentioned that it is possible to mathematically
avoid them, by alternating between different frames of reference, but in the end
concluded that it is easier to just live with the centrifugal and Coriolis forces, and
accept them being there (Taylor, 2005).
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(For a further discussion about the ‘fictitiousness’ of the Coriolis force, see section
1.10)

1.4

The Coriolis effect described

Let us get back in the car in the roundabout. After you have driven through it, you
stop your vehicle. But you are still affected by a centrifugal force. This one, however,
is on a much larger scale. Because the Earth also is a rotating system, we are
constantly affected by a large centrifugal force ‘pushing’ us away from the Earth.

CF

CF

CF

CF

CF

CF
CF

CF
CF

CF

Figure 4. Because the Earth is spinning, it affects us with a constant centrifugal force, even
when we are ‘still’. The effect is strongest at the equator.

Let us now consider a place at the mid‐latitudes in the northern hemisphere on our
two‐dimensional globe. Here we are affected by the centrifugal force as well as the
Earth’s gravitation.

CF
G

×

Figure 5. Centrifugal force and gravitation.

These two forces added together will form the actual downward gravity one
experiences standing still on the surface of the Earth. In this essay I will use the
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notation of gravitation when referring to the single force vector attracting objects
towards the centre of Earth, and gravity when talking about the combined value of
the gravitation vector and the centrifugal force vector pointing perpendicular to
Earth’s surface.

×

g

Figure 6. Combined gravitation and centrifugal force, i.e. gravity.

One can also split the gravitation and centrifugal force shown in Figure 6 in two
components each. This is done with respect to the Earth’s surface, and is hence more
comprehensible for us, since the ground we stand on is our natural point of
reference.

gh
CFv

×

CFh
gv

Figure 7. The centrifugal vector and gravitation vector split up in horizontal and vertical
components.

This balance is true for objects in rest. If the object moves, the balance will be
disturbed. Consider a particle moving east in Figure 7. That is, following the latitude
‘into’ the sheet of paper. Since it then will acquire more total rotational velocity
around the Earth’s axis, the total centrifugal force will be larger. This will increase
the magnitude of both components, CFv and CFh. Increasing CFv does not deviate the
object horizontally (see section 1.6 for more details about CFv) but increasing CFh
does so. It creates an imbalance between gh and CFh, and this is what commonly is
known as the Coriolis force. We hence see that the object will be deflected in the CFh
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direction. That is south, and to the right of the object’s direction. The same principle
holds for an object moving west; it now travels in the opposite direction of Earth’s
rotation, ‘out’ of the sheet of paper, the total rotational velocity is decreased, and so
is the centrifugal force. An imbalance between CFh and gh occurs also here. This time
to the ‘advantage’ of gh, why the particle now deflects in the gh direction. This is in
this case to the north, but still to the right with respect to the object’s direction of
movement.

gh
CFv

×

CFh
gv

Figure 8. The case of an eastward motion ‘into’ the sheet of paper. The total centrifugal force is
enhanced, so both components are increased accordingly. As we see, CFh will get the ‘advantage’
over gh, accelerating the particle to the south.

One can also see it as the resulting vector of these four, the resulting gravity, not
pointing exactly perpendicular to the surface of the Earth. This will create the
sideway acceleration for the object, known as the Coriolis effect. This is exactly the
same reasoning as above, but still another way of looking at what actually makes the
object deviate. Having a gravity not acting straight downward obviously makes
moving in a straight direction a problem.
If a similar approach is used for describing an object moving in the southern
hemisphere, one easily realises that the object always will deviate to the left instead
of right. If it is done at the equator, one easily realises there will be no horizontal
deviation at all. The centrifugal force at the equator only consists of one component,
the vertical CFv, why no horizontal deflection can take place.
Describing the deviation of an object moving in north‐south direction is somewhat
more complicated. Of course, it follows the same physical principles, but it requires
some three‐dimensional thinking. Consider an object moving south, still in the
northern hemisphere. It will apart from its movement south also being rotated
about Earth’s axis in the easterly direction. Thus, the object will rotate about the axis
in a bent path that from an inertial frame of reference (i.e. a fixed point in outer
space) could be described as being somewhat in the ‘southeast’ direction. It is this
combined movement, the absolute movement, that gives rise to the object’s
centrifugal force, and hence also its Coriolis force.
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×

Figure 9. A motion from north‐south on the Earth. As seen from an inertial frame of reference,
that is, a fixed point in outer space, the motion appears to be in the ‘southeast’ direction.

If now, as seen in Figure 10, adding the two components of the centrifugal force to
this movement, we see that the vertical component, CFv, is unchanged, from this
point of view pointing ‘out’ of the sheet of paper. The horizontal component, CFh, is
however different. It does not point in a straight southerly direction, but to the
southwest. This is because both components of the centrifugal force must be
perpendicular to the absolute movement. The total centrifugal force must be
perpendicular to Earth’s axis, which it still is.

CFv

.

CFh

×

Figure 10. The same motion from north to south, still seen from the inertial frame of reference.
Now with the added centrifugal vectors whose directions are decided by the absolute rotation
about Earth’s axis.
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CFv

.

CFh

×

Figure 11. The same motion again, but now viewed from the Earth’s frame of reference. That
is, the motion as an observer standing on Earth’s soil would experience it. The centrifugal force
acts in the same directions as earlier. However, on the surface one will experience a deviation, a
Coriolis force, to the west because of the changed direction of CFh.

As opposed to an east‐west movement we are now talking about a change of
direction of the centrifugal force instead of a change of magnitude thereof. But the
object will still be affected by the change of total balance; the total gravity vector will
not point perpendicular to Earth’s surface here either. It will point as much down
and to the right, with respect to the direction of the movement, as it would have
done for a movement in a westerly or easterly direction. Let us return to the picture
with the balance of the gravitation and centrifugal force, and try to imagine a north‐
south movement here as well.

gh
CFv

×

CFh
gv

Figure 12. The same north‐south motion as in Figure 9‐11, now seen from a different angle.
Having a rotation in two planes instead of one about Earth’s axis will skew the CFh component.
It is not seen in this two‐dimensional drawing, but CFh will here also be pointing slightly ‘out’ of
the sheet of paper.

What makes the Coriolis effect in the north‐south direction difficult to understand
intuitively might be due to the different frames of reference involved in the
explanation. When describing the centrifugal force here, we have to consider
movements in different planes, as opposed to an east‐west movement where the
object is moving along the rotation of the Earth in a horizontal plane slicing through
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the latitude. Looking at the combined rotation for a north‐south movement has to be
done from a fixed point in outer space, from an inertial frame of reference, and the
centrifugal force has to be perpendicular to this movement. What then confuses
things is that the Coriolis effect is applied in the Earth’s system, the rotating frame of
reference, and has to be perpendicular to the movement in this system.
The way of visually describing the Coriolis effect as done in this section has been
advocated mainly by Anders Persson, and is presented in different ways throughout
his works and published articles (see References for a full list of the works by
Persson used in this essay). Figures 4‐14 and 26 are originally presented by Persson
and SMHI, but modified and redrawn by me, with courtesy of SMHI.

1.5

An ellipsoid Earth

Vigilant readers have surely noticed that in all of the two‐dimensional drawings of
the Earth presented so far, the gravity vector pointing perpendicularly to the surface
is not pointing towards the centre of the Earth. This is a correct observation. It is due
to the simple fact that the Earth is an ellipsoid and not a sphere. This is essential for
the balance between the centrifugal force and gravitation. Or rather, the Earth was
in the beginning spherical, there was no balance between CFh and gh (actually, there
was no gh at all), and the advantage of CFh resulted in mass being accelerated from
higher to lower latitudes. This constantly went on until the stable balance showed in
Figure 7 & 12 had occurred, and the Earth had got its current shape. As we all know
by now, we need to move an object to disturb that balance today. So, one could
actually argue there was a ‘constant Coriolis effect’ for all objects in the early days of
the Earth, even for those not in motion. Describing the Coriolis effect with an
imbalance between CFh and gh makes this is a completely valid statement. However,
it could confuse more than necessary, since the ‘different Coriolis effects’ have
different origins.

CFv

×

g

CFh

Figure 13. The young, spherical Earth with a CFh component slowly accelerating mass towards
the equator.
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1.6
6

Eötvö
ös effect

Theere are equaal effects originating froom objects changing
c
itss centrifugall force due to
t
mo
ovement. On
ne is comm
monly know
wn as the Eötvös
E
effecct, after thee Hungaria
an
th
nob
bleman and
d physicist Lórand
L
Eötvvös. In the beginning
b
off the 20 ceentury, bein
ng
abo
oard a Germ
man science
e ship, he n
noticed thatt the gravim
meter show
wed differen
nt
values depend
ding on wha
at direction the ship was moving in.
i Going eaast tended to
t
maake the ship ‘heavier’ an
nd going wesst made thee ship ‘lighte
er’. This wass because th
he
ship changed its centrifug
gal force, ass with any movement
m
on Earth. A
As mentione
ed
beffore, going east increases your tootal centrifu
ugal force. That
T
is, incrreasing botth
com
mponents CFv and CFh. Increasing CFh gives ass described above rise to a Corioliis
devviation, in th
his case to the
t south. In
ncreasing CF
Fv gives rise
e to the so ccalled Eötvö
ös
effeect, or if you
u want, a ve
ertical Corio lis effect. Th
his makes th
he object ‘w
weigh less’, or
o
in m
more correcct physical te
erms, it makkes the norm
mal force actting on it sm
maller.

Fiigure 14. Dia
agram showin
ng the Eötvös effect. These gravitational
g
l measuremennts have been
cconducted on a ship first go
oing very slow
wly to the wesst (marked in red), then settting on to a
straight westerly cou
urse (blue) annd finally movving slightly eastwards
e
(grreen).

ussed wheth
her the Eöttvös effect actually
a
sho
ould be calleed a Corioliis
It ccan be discu
effeect in verticcal direction
n, or if it is an effect ‘of its own’. It origins froom the sam
me
principles as the
t Coriolis effect, whicch should argue for the
e two effectts having th
he
sam
me name, but
b conventtion has thiis vertical deviation
d
named the E
Eötvös effecct
instead. Howev
ver, this is sometimes
s
ssubject to co
onfusion. Ev
ven Anders Persson, ‘th
he
world’s most renowned
r
Coriolis
C
auth
hority’ (quoting Conny Larsson, Deepartment of
o
Earrth Sciencess, Uppsala University)
U
cconfuses the terms som
metimes (Peersson, 1998
8,
200
05). Be thatt as it may, as long as one knows what devia
ation one taalks about, it
sho
ould be no problem.
p
My
y personal op
pinion though, is that having differrent names of
o
thee vertical an
nd horizonttal deviation
ns is betterr, since it helps
h
to undderstand th
he
alreeady compleex phenome
enon by lookking at them
m separately.
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1.7
7

β‐effect

Ano
other occurrrence that surely
s
fits w
within the definition of the Corioliss effect is th
he
so‐called β‐efffect. Remem
mber that th e Coriolis fo
orce has the
e same maggnitude in all
a
directions. Bassed on this, an object w
would eventtually return
n to its initiial position if
nott affected by
y friction orr air resistaance. Howev
ver, this doe
es not happeen. Since th
he
maagnitude of the
t Corioliss force variees with sinee of the latitude (as seeen in sectio
on
1.8)), the inertiia circle (as it is called)), does not close.
c
The object
o
wouldd return to a
possition slightlly west of th
he initial onee. (If looking
g at Figure 1 again, one now realise
es
thaat this picturre is simplifiied; it assum
mes a constaant Coriolis effect that ddoes not varry
witth latitude).
Notte that the object
o
will en
nd up to thee west both south and north
n
of the eequator (thiis
is eeasily realissed if one draws
d
inerttia circles in
n both hem
mispheres, w
with a stron
ng
Corriolis force near
n
the polles and a weeak near thee equator). On a longerr term, the β‐
β
effeect could maake objects or weather systems no
ot affected by
b other stroong forces or
o
circculation pattterns having a tendencyy of slowly making
m
its way
w westwarrds.

F
Figure 15. Dia
agram showin
ng a buoy driffting in the Baltic Sea. Afte
er first being bblown to the
easst by a storm, it then experiences calm w
winds. It then circulates in inertia circless, slowly going
g
westwards, as
a a consequeence of the β‐eeffect. Courtessy of SMHI.

Datta and concclusions in the last fivee sections, or parts thereof, are ssupported in
i
(Hoolton, 1992)), (Durran, 1993), (Perrsson, 1997‐‐2010), (Phillips, 2000)) and (Price,
200
06).
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1.8

Mathematical derivation

It has earlier been stated that this essay does not aim to discuss or prove the Coriolis
effect from a mathematical point of view. Nevertheless, it can be valuable to include
the derivation of the Coriolis (and centrifugal) force, and to discuss the factors
involved. The fact that there exists a mathematical ground to rely on can sometimes
be satisfying even for the most practically inclined person.
The derivation originates from the relation between the velocity in an inertial frame
of reference and in a rotating frame of reference. The velocity from the inertial
system is simply the velocity as viewed from Earth plus the rotational velocity of
Earth as viewed from the inertial system:

Ω
Where

r = Position vector from centre of Earth to the object
Ω = Angular velocity of Earth

Differentiating with respect to time

2

Ω
2

Yielding

2

2
2

2Ω

2

Ω

Ω

Ω

The two first terms written as accelerations gives us

2Ω

Ω
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Ω

Ω

And then, by Newtonian definition, the force is obtained by multiplying with the
object’s mass

2

Ω

Ω

Coriolis force

Ω

Centrifugal force

Ω
′Euler_force′
′

We now see the Coriolis force as we know it

2

Ω

By examining the Coriolis term, we quickly can confirm some of the facts we already
have established. First, the cross product tells us the term has its largest value at the
poles (when it is perpendicular to the axis) and its smallest value at the equator
(when it is parallel to the axis). Furthermore, we can see it is velocity dependent; if v
were zero there would be no force. Also, one quickly notices that there is no
direction involved in the expression. That is, the Coriolis force has the same
magnitude in all directions.
The Coriolis force can also be expressed in more absolute terms. By performing the
cross product, which between two vectors yields sine of the angle between them,
one gets a term more applicable to our Earth. The angle between the vectors, , is in
this case the latitude on which the Coriolis force acts on the object.

2

1.9

Ωsin

The legacy of Gaspard Gustave Coriolis

In the turmoil of the French revolution, Gaspard Gustave Coriolis was born in Paris
in May 1792. He showed an early talent for mathematics, and was accepted to the
renowned École Polytechnique at the age of 18. It was here he developed his interest
for mechanics and rotating systems. In 1835 he published the paper that would
make his name written in history; ‘On the equations of relative motion of a system of
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bod
dies’ deals with
w
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y later (Dugaas, 1988).

Figure 16. G
Gaspard Gusta
ave Coriolis.
Courtesy off École Polyteechnique.

How
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ntury, the most
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d Foucault. However, his
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also
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d it in a very
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1.1
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A forrce or effe
ect?

It ccan be discu
ussed wheth
her the Corioolis deflectio
on should be given the title force or
o
effeect. Many sccholars, esp
pecially lectu
urers in meechanics, tak
ke a clear sstand againsst
using the term
m force. For them,
t
if it evven exists more
m
than as a mathemaatical illusion
n,
it iss definitely an
a effect.
I co
ould to som
me extent ag
gree that eff
ffect would be the mosst proper deenomination
n.
Firsst, it only exists
e
in rottating framees of referen
nces. If the spin stops,, the Corioliis
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effect disappears. In mathematical terms, it can also be described as an ‘addition’ in
the equations in order to make Newton’s laws valid in non‐inertial systems (Marion
& Thornton, 2004). Considering what forces (or effects) that lie behind, we also see
some effective argumentation: as described earlier, the resultant force of gravitation
and normal force is the centripetal force. But already here, we have lost the proper
definition of force; a resultant force is only what an object is experiencing when all
real forces have been added together. The centrifugal force then, is just a more
intuitive description of the centripetal force, pointing in the opposite direction.
Finally, the Coriolis force is the result of a change in this transcription of a resultant
of two fundamental forces.
Nevertheless, there are at least a few factors supporting the force‐side in the debate.
Looking at what actually deviates the object it is not more than a combination of
centrifugal force and gravitation vectors. When an object moves, the direction of the
resulting gravity is changed. Having oblique gravity acting on you definitely suggests
a ‘real’ force is accelerating you to the right.
Moreover, many people tend to disqualify it as a force because it does no work. That
is true, since it always acts perpendicular to the movement there is no work done.
However, doing work is not a prerequisite for a force. Consider an electron, for
example, moving through a magnetic field. The electron definitely experiences the
magnetic force, even though there is no work done on the electron at all (Fraser,
1995). Despite this, no one would question the fundamental nature of the magnetic
force.
Also, one should not just discard the Earth itself as a valid frame of reference. Even
though it indeed is a rotating system, all events in human history have taken place in
this non‐inertial world. What reference points should we actually have? The Earth
itself is moving, so is the solar system, the rest of the stars, and the galaxies. Would
not the planet we live on be a good starting point for defining the physical nature
around us? It should, at least, be a valid alternative.
As it is concisely stated in Marion, 1965, through Price, 2006, in a somewhat 1776
Philadelphian way: “all reference frames and observers are equally valid”. When
thinking about this for a while, it does not seem too unfamiliar calling it a Coriolis
force after all.
The literature in physics and meteorology tends to alternate between calling it a
force and effect, although almost all of them stresses that the force definition
definitely is fictitious. I will follow this convention in this essay, and have so far
done, by varying the nomenclature. I will use force when talking about it as the
actual deflection of a particle, and effect when discussing the phenomenon in a
broader perspective.
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2. Common myths
2.1

The swirling water

This is one of the most widespread myths. It tells us that if you drain the plug of a
sink or a bathtub, the water would spin in different directions depending on what
hemisphere you are in, and that this is because of the Coriolis effect. Rumour has it,
that a German submarine captain was captured and held in a windowless room
below deck, and still was able to tell when the ship crossed the equator by looking at
the water in the sink, suddenly changing its rotational direction when passing the 0th
parallel. This is an urban legend by its definition. That is, it’s completely wrong. The
water does not spin in different directions in bathtubs, no matter if you are in
Russia, New Zealand or Tanzania. Common plumbing utensils made for humans are
way too small and the turbulence in them way too high for the Coriolis force to have
even the smallest effect on the water. The direction of swirling after taking a bath or
washing your hands depends on how you fill the container from the beginning and
how you disturb the water after filling it, and it is the same anywhere on Earth.
The explanation for this is simply that other forces have more influence on the water
in these situations. One major is the centrifugal force. One can look at the ratio
between the centrifugal force and the Coriolis force in order to determine which has
the ‘upper hand’. This ratio is called the Rossby number, and is described by:

2Ω sin

A small value of Ro tells us that the Coriolis force actually has an influence on the
system, and a large value tells us the opposite. Let us consider a big sink with
reasonably favourable conditions for the Coriolis force (Ackerman & Knox, 2007),
with a radius of 1 m and a velocity of the water of 1 m/s. Let us also place it far
north, where the Coriolis effect has its greatest value. Longyearbyen, one of the
northernmost settlements in the world at latitude 78°N, would suit this purpose. Let
us also assume the water to be completely still, since turbulence is hard to bring into
the calculations. This will give us a Rossby number of:

2 7.27 10

sin 78 1

7031

This is for the Rossby number a rather large value, telling us that the Coriolis effect
plays no role in the sink, even as far north as in the Svalbard archipelago.
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If the Coriolis force would have an influence on a system like this, because it
theoretically can (Hanneken et al. 1994), we have to look how big the sink has to be
for a low Rossby number. Let us rearrange formula, and give Ro the reasonably low
value of100 (in tornadoes, where the Coriolis force is negligible, the Rossby number
equals 1000 or higher; in low pressure systems, where it definitely is not, Ro is to be
found below 1):

2Ω sin

1
100 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 7.27 10

sin 78

70

So, we see that the sink has to have a radius of 70 m to yield a value of 100 for Ro.
This is still not a very high influence of the Coriolis force, but it could be noticeable.
Similarly, we could establish how fast the Earth has to spin for the Coriolis effect to
be noticeable in a normal sink. That is, rearranging the formula again:

Ω

2 sin

1
100 ⋅ 2 1 sin 78

0.005

/

This is equivalent to the Earth rotating 68 times faster than today. Hence, one can be
sure the Coriolis force does not affect the water in common sinks.
It must be mentioned though, that it is somewhat hard to make exact calculations
with the Rossby number, and especially to draw exact conclusions from them. The
estimate above that Ro= 100 makes the Coriolis effect noticeable is pretty rough.
Nevertheless, one can get a good feeling for how the centrifugal and Coriolis forces
interact, if neglecting surrounding turbulence forces as done above.
Even though we relatively easy can show that the Coriolis force does not affect our
bathtubs, the myth is well spread around the world today. As an interesting
anecdote, the well‐known Michael Palin had this wrong on prime television once, in
his TV‐series Pole to Pole, broadcasted on BBC in 1992. As he travelled through
Africa, he was deceived by a ‘demonstrator of the Coriolis effect’ lurking at the
equator. He ‘proved’ that Palin was exactly at latitude 0° by draining the plug of a
sink of water a few metres north of the equator, then bringing the container some
metres south of the line, repeating the procedure. Palin was amazed that the water
spun in different directions on the opposite sides of the equator. His appreciation,
however, should have been aimed for the African gentleman and his great technique
of filling a container with water in such a way that the swirl went exactly in the
direction he wanted.
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2.2
2

The deviation
d
of
o airplanees

Perrhaps the eaasiest myth to
t bring dow
wn is this on
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f why airp
planes’ flightt paths often are ‘bent’. Consider a commercia
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t
th
40 parallel no
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ou look at a Mercator projected
p
map the obvioous path on
ne
th
asssumes the plane
p
would take is straaight east frrom Ankara
a along the 40 paralle
el,
cro
ossing the Central
C
Asian
n countries before enteering China from the w
west. But th
he
acttual path thee plane takes is initiallyy slightly to the
t northeast, with a coonstant sma
all
nd to the right
r
of its path, passiing through
h Kazakhstan and Monngolia beforre
ben
enttering Chinaa and landin
ng in Beijingg from the northwest.
n
So why does the airplan
ne
nott go the shorrtest way, fo
ollowing a sttraight line?? The answe
er is that it ddoes. Lookin
ng
at a globe instead of a ma
ap, one can eeasily realisse that this is
i the case. The shortesst
wayy from Ank
kara to Beijin
ng is not aloong the latitude circle, but along tthis so‐calle
ed
Rieemannian cirrcle or greatt circle (McIIntyre, 2000
0). If one tak
kes a piece oof thread an
nd
hollds it betweeen different places on a sphericall globe one can quicklyy understan
nd
wh
hich routes are
a the shorrtest over a sphere. Fu
urthermore, if the planee were to flly
westward, to Philadelphia in the Un
nited States,, which also
o is locatedd on the 40th
parrallel, the pllane would look like it iis bending to
t the left iff studying itt over a plain
maap. Since we still are in the northerrn hemispheere, the plan
ne would, if its bent patth
werre due to thee Coriolis efffect, deviatee to the righ
ht instead of left.

Fig
igure 17. Thee plane from Ankara
A
wouldd save a lot off fuel by going
g the closest w
way to Beijing
g
t
and
d Philadelphiia (the semi‐d
dashed lines), instead of folllowing ‘the sttraight path’ along the 40th
parallel (tthe dot‐dasheed lines).
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We should point out though, that airplanes in fact are affected by the Coriolis force.
As every moving object is, no matter if it is a train, car, wind or ocean current. But in
this case, it does not give rise to a bent flight path. Pilots can compensate for the,
relatively small, force they are exposed for, maintaining the straight line they
actually are flying along. This myth has simply occurred due to the difference in
looking at a world map on a sheet of paper versus a spherical globe.

2.3

The Foucault pendulum

In 1851, the French physicist Léon Foucault performed an experiment to prove the
rotation of the Earth. He tied a heavy bob at the end of a long wire, which was
attached to a roof, and let it swing freely. The construction was set up with care, so
the pendulum could swing with almost no friction, for hours. What happened was
that the pendulum’s plane of oscillation after a while had shifted, now being in
southeast‐northwest direction instead of the initial east‐west set up. Foucault
argued that this proved that the Earth rotates. A statement that is entirely correct. It
is due to the Coriolis force the pendulum slowly changes its plane of oscillation, and
hence indirectly due to the rotation of the Earth. Every swing, the pendulum
deviates a tiny fraction to the right (in the northern hemisphere), and after a while
the deflection can be seen by the naked eye. The problem lies in how this has been
explained throughout the years. It has been suggested that the plane of oscillation
remains fixed relative to the stars (Persson, 2005) (that is in itself a rather vaguely
defined expression since every star moves and rotates in different directions, but
the meaning should probably be ‘relative to a fixed point in space following Earth’s
orbit about the Sun). However, what ever point the pendulum’s plane is supposed to
be fixed relative to, this is wrong. If it were right, the period of making a 360° turn
(that is, going back to the initial plane of oscillation), would be the same all over the
world. Empirical measurements tell us it is not. The period time is exactly one day at
the poles, which corresponds to the strong Coriolis effect prevailing at the very axis,
around 35 hours at the mid‐latitudes, and infinite (no rotation of the plane) at the
equator, corresponding to the lack of Coriolis effect there. To describe the deviation
of the Foucault pendulum with anything similar to its plane ‘being fixed to a certain
point’ is completely wrong. To describe it as a demonstration of Earth’s rotation
with no further explanation, is by itself correct, but can mislead the reader into
believing the plane of the pendulum actually being fixed to a point or in some way
lagging after Earth’s rotation. To describe it as being due to Earth’s rotation and the
Coriolis effect is even more correct, and has been done many times, but
unfortunately it tends to confuse people with what the Coriolis effect actually is
about, more than giving a correct picture of why Foucault’s pendulum acts as it does
(Sommerville, 1972).
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Figure 18. Léo
on Foucault performing
p
onne of his first pendulum
p
exp
periment in thhe Pantheon
churcch, Paris, 18551. Courtesy of Niall Kilkenny.
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Ecuador does (that is, one day) even though the actual distance travelled by the
South American based person is much longer. Hence, his absolute rotational velocity
is indeed much higher. Hadley’s theory then argues that an object moving over the
Earth’s surface, for example an air mass making its way north from the equator,
conserves this rotational velocity when moving to higher latitudes. Since it then
enters more slowly rotating areas, the conserved rotational velocity would make it
deviate to the same direction the Earth rotates, in this case to the east (Hadley, 1735
and Persson, 2005, 2007).
This explanation sounds very sensible to many, but it actually has three major
errors. It suggests that only motions in north‐south directions are being deflected,
when the reality is that the Coriolis force acts for motions in all directions. For
example, consider a particle going straight to the east. It follows the latitude circle
exactly, and therefore does not change its distance to the rotational axis. Hence, the
areas it enters have the same rotational velocity, and the particle should, according
to Hadley, not deviate at all. But it does. As much as the particle would have done if it
moved straight north. This is an obvious example that the theory does not hold.
Moreover, the hypothesis has mathematical errors. It yields a value half of the
correct one, m(Ω×v) instead of 2m(Ω×v). Furthermore, Hadley’s theory is actually
fundamentally wrong from the beginning, because it assumes that conservation of
absolute velocity is true, when the correct principle is conservation of angular
momentum.
However, this principle does not cause the Coriolis effect. Why, one might ask?
Consider the simple expression for angular momentum:

L = r × mv
Where
L = angular momentum
r = radius from rotational centre
v = rotational velocity
m = mass
Looking at this formula makes one think: should not decreasing r make v increase, if
the angular momentum were to be preserved? That is, going north or south, and
changing the radius (the distance to Earth’s axis) should change the total velocity as
well. And yes, the value of r is reduced, and the value of v is augmented, and the
momentum is conserved (if no friction or air resistance occurs). However, the
reason for v to increase is not a consequent of the conservation of angular
momentum, but the other way around. The fact that the momentum is preserved is
an effect of v increasing from other reasons, which have been thoroughly explained
earlier in this essay.
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The reason for this misconception still having so strong recognition might be a
combination of its old historical roots and its intuitive nature. If one is trying to
imagine how the Coriolis effect works, this does make sense visually. Many teachers
do perhaps not believe that this is the full explanation, but still a valid, simplified
version that is appropriate to teach the students as an introduction. This is a huge
mistake, since it is not a simplified theory, but a fundamentally wrong one.
Even more complicating the matter, and unfortunately supporting the misled
teachers, one can construct an ‘evidence’ to actually make Hadley’s theory fit
mathematically (Persson, 2002). It was originally presented in 1848 by the French
mathematician Francois Bertrand, and is in fact a combination of Hadley’s theory
and the merry‐go‐round misconception presented above. That is, it assumes
conservation of absolute velocity as well as neglecting the centrifugal force.
Consider a particle moving away from the axis on a rotating disk:

ΩΔt

ΩR

R
v

R+ΔR

Ω(R+ΔR)
ΔS

Figure 19. Bertrand’s derivation. A deflected particle on a turntable with angular velocity Ω.
The particle, which has the velocity v, travels the distance ΔR during the time Δt and is deflected
on the disk horizontally with the distance ΔS.

The deflected distance ∆ can then be written in two ways:

∆

∆
2

ΩΔ Δ

Both ways are wrong. The second term assumes a constant deflecting acceleration,
neglecting the centrifugal force which actually increases with increasing R. The third
term assumes conservation of absolute velocity.
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Rearranging the formula with simple algebra yields

2ΩΔ
Δ
And realizing that

∆
∆
Yields

2Ω
And subsequently

2 Ω

Which, unfortunately, is the correct value of the Coriolis force. (We only have a two‐
dimensional turntable, so we do not have to express Ω with a cross product).
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2.6

The shift of coordinate systems

This is a tricky one. Many sources describe the Coriolis effect as being due to a
change of reference frame. I choose not to. Of course, the effect occurs because Earth
is a rotating system in itself, and does not exist in an inertial frame of reference, but
it is not due to the change in coordinate system it appears. This sounds almost like
the Coriolis effect is an illusion, noticeable only if you alternate between looking at a
moving object from Earth (the rotating frame of reference) and from a fixed point in
outer space (the inertial frame of reference). Of course, you will see a difference in
how the object is moving if you do this change of perspectives, but I still choose to
call this explanation misleading because it leads the reader into believing that the
Coriolis force is more fictitious than it actually is. The degree of ‘fictitiousness’ is of
course debatable (see section1.10), and the existing definition thereof, if any, is not
very straightforward. But sill, if only affected by the Coriolis force, you will not see
the object as if it is going in a straight line from the inertial frame of reference, which
is what can be suggested if only referring to a change of coordinate systems. This can
also be seen as somewhat supporting the Foucault pendulum having an own
coordinate system fixed to the stars, as discussed above.
The only frame of reference references one should make is when describing how a
movement in north‐south direction is being deflected, only to explain that the
centrifugal force depends on the total rotation about Earth’s axis (see section 1.4).
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3.. Physicss textboo
ok delussions
3.1
1

Tiplerr

“Cooriolis effectt causes watter draining in a bathtu
ub to rotate counterclocckwise in th
he
Norrthern Hemiisphere”

Figure 20. Excerrpt from Tipleer, Physics forr Engineers and Scientists, 1998.

““On a smaller scale, thhe Coriolis effect causes water ddraining in a
b
bathtub
to rotate counnterclockwise in the No
orthern Hem
misphere an
nd
c
clockwise
in the Southerrn Hemisphere.”
Theere is not much to say about
a
this on
ne, more thaan it is comp
pletely wronng. Of course
e,
theere is a theo
oretical posssibility the C
Coriolis effeect could afffect water ddraining in a
con
ntainer. But as describe
ed in sectionn 2.1 the con
ntainer has to be very llarge and th
he
water very stiill for this to
t happen. Standard baathtubs do normally nnot fit any of
o
tho
ose requirem
ments.
w obviou
usly revised
d before thee next publlication of tthe book; in
i
Thiis chapter was
th
thee 5 edition
n the whole section w
was cut outt, and the Coriolis efffect was no
ot
meentioned.
A 6th edition was
w never pu
ublished.
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3.2
2

Seinfe
eld & Pand
dis

“If the distancee from the axis
a of rotatiion decreasees, then its velocity
v
mustt accordinglly
increase”

Figure 21. Excerrpt from Seinffeld & Pandis,
s, Atmosphericc Chemistry and
a Physics, 1 998.

““Because thee Earth is a rotating sp
phere, pointts on the Eaarth's surfacce
m
move
at diffeerent speedss depending on their latitude”
Onee can forebo
ode in the very
v
startingg sentence where
w
this iss going. Anoother version
bassed on thee most com
mmon misu
understanding is abou
ut to be ggiven to th
he
kno
owledge‐thirsting stude
ent. His thirrst, howeveer, is in vain
n. The drinkks he will be
b
serrved will dellude his senses, eventuaally making him loose all concepts oof both thirsst
and
d hunger.
““The differeence in tanggential speeeds between
n points onn the Earth's
s
surface
at dif
ifferent latituudes gives riise to the Coriolis force”
e of words from abov
ve, one still has to pooint out th
he
Plaaying down the choice
inaaccuracy of this
t stateme
ent. The exisstence of a Coriolis
C
effecct has nothinng to do witth
diffferent speed
ds of differen
nt latitudes..
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“As the parcel heads north toward Y, it carries with it the eastward
momentum from the Earth's rotation at X. Point X has a greater
tangential speed than Y. As a result, as the parcel moves slowly
northward, it appears to an observer on the Earth to gain speed toward
the east.”
“The momentum of an object moving in a straight line is equal to the
product of its mass and its velocity. A rotating body has angular
momentum, defined as the product of its mass, its rotation velocity, and
the perpendicular distance from the axis of rotation. If undisturbed, a
rotating object conserves its angular momentum. Thus, if the distance
from the axis of rotation decreases, then its velocity must accordingly
increase. (This is why a figure skater spins faster as his or her arms are
pulled closer to the body.)”

It is not wrong to say that the angular momentum is conserved for this movement. It
can be, if not affected by friction and other outer forces. However, as discussed in
section 2.5, it is wrong to argue the Coriolis effect is due to the conservation of
angular momentum. The momentum is preserved, yes, but the deviation
experienced by the moving object has other reasons. Moreover, the last statement is
also wrong. The famous example of the figure skater, so often described when
talking about angular momentum, does indeed increase her rotational velocity when
pulling her arms together. This is not as described above though, due to the
conservation of the momentum, but because of the work done by her muscles when
contracting her arms.
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3.3
3

Byerss

he spherical Earth”
“Cooriolis acceleeration on th

Figure 22. Excerrpt from Byerrs, General Meeteorology, 19
959.

Eveen though the
t headline argues soo, the Earth
h is not sph
herical. As described in
i
secction 1.5 it is
i an ellipso
oid. Howeveer, it is com
mmon to assume a sphherical shap
pe
hen derivatiing the Corriolis force.. That is not such a big error iin itself; th
he
wh
defformation of
o our planet is so sm
mall that th
he calculatio
ons come tthrough fine
e.
Nevvertheless, it
i is importa
ant to mentiion the corrrect form off the Earth w
when dealin
ng
witth the Coriolis effect. Th
he ellipsoid shape of ou
ur planet, an
nd how it wa
was formed, is
i
esssential for un
nderstandin
ng the balan
nce prevailin
ng between the
t centrifuggal force an
nd
graavity. That iss, the balancce that is dissturbed wheen a particle moves, andd gives rise to
t
thee Coriolis deviation.
““The derivattion of the Cooriolis acceleeration in Ca
artesian cooordinates on a
r
rotating
sph
here can be aaccomplisheed by the sam
me methodss used for th
he
r
rotating
plan
ne.”
““It is evident that the sspherical ca
ase is the same as that of the plan
ne
e
except
that the
t local rathher than thee total rotatiion is used.”
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Yes the mathematics works, and one can apply the Coriolis effect on a plane, rotating
disk as well. But arguing it is the same is not correct. There is only one component of
the centrifugal force in this case, as opposed to two when talking about a spherical
(or almost spherical) Earth. As described in the introductory chapter, the nature of
the centrifugal force and its components is essential if one wants to understand the
Coriolis force caused by the rotation of the Earth.
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3.4
4

Bedfo
ord & Fowller

“Th
herefore, thee Coriolis effeect points eaast”

Figure 23. Excerpt from
m Bedford & FFowler, Engin
neering Mecha
anics Dynamiics, 2005.

Thiis explanation is simila
ar to the firsst one, even
n though it does not haave the sam
me
am
mount of errroneous sttatements written ou
ut. It correctly derivees the forcce
maathematically
y, and givess us all the n
necessary fo
ormulas and
d equations, even thoug
gh
it faails to explaain the corre
ect nature in
n which the Coriolis
C
forcce works.
““When an ob
bject in the northern heemisphere th
hat is movinng tangent to
t
t Earth’s surface
the
s
travvels north, the
t cross pro
oduct
pointts
w
west.
Therefo
fore, the Coriiolis force po
oints east.”
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Only mentioning that the deviation as a result of a cross product is, perhaps not
wrong, but omits important information. Or rather, it leaves the student questioning
what the Coriolis effect actually is more than a mathematical term.
Looking at the pictures, and the texts describing them, we can find more
discrepancies. Bedford & Fowler carefully avoids telling us what happens for an east‐
west motion. It fails to describe the full nature of the Coriolis effect, and leaves us
believing it only works for motions in north‐south directions.
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3.5
5

Handbook of Av
viation Meeteorology
y

fo
“Deeriving the formula”

Figure 24. Excerrpt from Handbook of Aviaation Meteoro
ology, 1960.

Thiis is simply
y Bertrand’’s old derivvation of th
he Coriolis force, as ppresented in
i
secction.2.5 in th
his essay.
And
d it is as wro
ong in the Handbook
H
off Aviation Meeteorology as it always hhas been.
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3.6
6

Mario
on & Thorn
nton

“Cooriolis Force Effects”

Figures 25
5a‐h. Excerptts from Marionn & Thornton
n, Classical Dy
ynamics of Paarticles and
Syystems, 2004.
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Fig
gures 25i‐j. Excerpts
E
from
m Marion & Thhornton, Classsical Dynamiccs of Particless and Systemss,
2004.

Fin
nally, a relattively good textbook exxample willl be presented. Marionn & Thornto
on
pro
ovides us with
w
a 19 pag
ges long asssessment off the Coriolis effect, inccluding mosst
features one can
c wish forr in today’s literature in mechanics and meteeorology. Th
he
formulas are thoroughly derived
d
and
d explained, merry‐go‐rounds are sset in motion
as well as bein
ng examined, the fictitiiousness is discussed, the
t effects oon Earth arre
desscribed, a co
ouple of mytths are killed
d and even some
s
anecdo
otes are toldd.
How
wever, therre are some
e things to remark on
n. Or ratherr, the lack thereof. Th
he
exp
planation giv
ven in this essay, preseented in thee introducto
ory chapter,, shines witth
its absence. Ev
ven though the book iss clear in geeneral, it faills to providde the reade
er
ation involvving the ballance betwe
een the centtrifugal forcce
witth a conceptual explana
and
d gravity.
Butt overall, a student sh
hould feel reasonably satisfied after
a
readinng Marion &
Thoornton, and its account on the Corioolis effect.
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4. Towards an intuitive understanding

4.1

Summary of what is correct



The Coriolis effect acts for motions in all directions.



It is strongest at the poles, weaker at lower latitudes and negligible as one
approaches the equator.



The deviation is to the right in the northern hemisphere and to the left in the
southern hemisphere.



There would be no Coriolis effect if the Earth did not rotate.



It is responsible for the shifting plane of a Foucault pendulum.



It can affect the swirl of water if the container is big enough, if the water is
tranquil enough and if the draining time is long enough.



It does act on airplanes, although not responsible for the ‘bent’ flight paths
seen on Mercator projected maps.



It is relatively weak in a small, rotating frame of reference, such as a merry‐
go‐round.



It is ‘fictitious’, not fully deserving to be called a force, although the
deflection origins from a balance involving ‘real’ forces.



If no other external forces are acting, the angular momentum is conserved.

4.2

Summary of what is incorrect



The Coriolis effect is NOT a consequence of objects preserving their
rotational velocity when moving over slower rotating areas of the Earth.



The conservation of angular momentum is NOT causing the Coriolis effect,
but the conservation (if not affected by other forces) can follow as a
consequence of the effect.
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It should NOT be described as a part of the centrifugal force, but rather as an
effect of changing it.



It does NOT affect the swirl of a common sink or bathtub.



Even if it would affect bathtubs, it would NOT be identifiable as close as a
couple of meters from the equator.



Even if it yields the correct value, the Coriolis force could NOT be described
with Bertrand’s 1848 derivation.



It can NOT be described as occurring only from a shift of coordinate systems.



It is NOT an illusion.

4.3

The intuitive explanation

Since section 1.4 explained the Coriolis effect and its mechanisms in detail, this
section will not feature such a comprehensive account. Here will instead a concise
summary be presented, which includes the most important aspects needed for a
clear, straightforward and intuitive picture of the phenomenon.
If one were to choose only one picture illustrating the Coriolis effect, it would be the
figure presented twice in section 1.4. A variant of this picture is used for the
explanation presented at SMHI, the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute’s, homepage.

gh
CFv

×

CFh
gv

Figure 26. An object in rest in the northern hemisphere, with its gravitation and centrifugal
force split up in two components each.
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The Coriolis effect can then be described as a consequence of the vector CFh being
changed, either in magnitude or direction. This change is due to an object’s
movement, which affects its centrifugal force. The change of CFh disturbs the balance
of the resulting gravity acting on the object. The following is true for the Northern
Hemisphere.



For a motion west to east, the total centrifugal force is increased, hence also
CFh, and the objected is deflected to the south.



For a motion east to west, the total centrifugal force is decreased, hence also
CFh, and the objected is deflected to the north.



For a motion north to south, the direction of the centrifugal force is changed
in order to point perpendicular to the absolute motion, hence is CFh pointing
slightly ‘out’ of the sheet of paper, and the objected is deflected to the west.



For a motion south to north, the direction of the centrifugal force is also now
changed in order to point perpendicular to the absolute motion, hence is CFh
pointing slightly ‘into’ the sheet of paper, and the objected is deflected to the
east.

For motions in other directions than the four mentioned above, i.e. southeast or
north‐northwest, the same physical principles obviously apply. However, the easiest
way to get an intuitive feeling for this might simply be to imagine it as combinations
of the four situations described above. Splitting a southeast motion up into one
southward and one eastward component would make more sense intuitively than
trying to vector‐illustrate the southeast motion alone.
Summarising it even more, now into one single sentence:
On a larger scale, the Coriolis effect is due to the rotation of the Earth, which for an
object in motion causes its resulting gravity vector not to point perpendicular to the
surface, hence deviating the object.
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4.5

Suggested pedagogical approach

This essay can be used in the teaching of the Coriolis effect on all levels. However, it
is only a complement, since it lacks much of the mathematical tools needed to solve
problems and perform calculations. The essay is, as mentioned throughout, written
in order to provide the reader with an intuitive understanding only.
When teaching, one can think of several things. Of course, one should not provide
the student with false information, as presented throughout this essay. But the mere
choice of words can also be misleading. For example, starting an account on the
Coriolis effect with expressions like ‘distance to the axis’, ‘change of coordinate
systems’ and ‘spinning water’ tends to confuse the student from the beginning. Even
using ‘conservation of angular momentum’ can be questioned; the principle is
correct, but the Coriolis effect is not a consequence of it.
Imagining how the Coriolis force acts on a north‐south movement is normally
harder than for a motion east‐west. This is because we actually have to shift
coordinate systems in the explanation in order to understand how the centrifugal
force works. Shifting coordinate systems (as explained in section 2.6 and chapter 3)
is sometimes necessary, but it should be handled with delicate care. It can in fact
lead the student into believing we are talking about a mere illusion.
I have in this essay limited myself into drawing simple illustrations of the Coriolis
effect. Trying to draw three‐dimensional phenomena in two‐dimensional pictures
has a tendency of confusing the reader. Of course one can use a visual studio
program and do it carefully and graphically appealing in the computer. However,
this can not be copied on a blackboard. It is then, in my opinion, better to stick to
simple two‐dimensional drawings, and apply the three‐dimensional thinking and
explanations on them.
Finally, one could look back at how old Gaspard Gustave himself explained the
phenomenon. He did it remarkably easy, not involving the conservation of angular
momentum at all. As mentioned earlier, he simply described it as being a component
of the centrifugal force. One could of course debate whether this is a good approach;
it could confuse, mostly the algebraic understanding, since the convention today is
to differ the Coriolis and centrifugal forces in the mathematical derivations.
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4.6

Final remarks

One might question the mere aim of this thesis; why not stick to the mathematical
explanation, use it in the calculations and accept the Coriolis term as an algebraic
phenomenon that occurs because the Earth rotates? Why try to explain such an
abstract thing, which seems to be just a simple correction term in some of the many
calculations involved in describing how things move?
One can also try to explain it intuitively, and try to get a visual feeling for how it
works. This is what I have attempted to do in this essay. Even though this not always
has been easy, even though some of the explanations at times have felt diffuse, and
even though sometimes a pure mathematical proof has been lacking, I find this
approach valuable in every aspect of physics and meteorology. Attempting to give an
intuitive explanation, or at least discuss whether it is possible to give one, should
always be of uttermost importance.
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